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Hygiene, Sanitation, and
Public Health in Hispanic
New Mexico
MARC SIMMONS

One of the many aspects of New Mexico history overlooked by scholars
is the subject of personal hygiene and sanitation among the Hispanic
population, from the colonial period through the nineteenth century.
Virtually no mention of it, for example, can be found in Myrtle Greenfield's A History of Public E-fealth in New Mexico.! This topic, falling within
the general category of social history, has ramifications for studies in
demography, medicine, economics, and even folklore. The brief intro. duction to the subject offered here should, therefore, cast useful light
on some clouded areas of New Mexico's past.
Speaking of the western world in general, French historian Fernand BraudeI observes that: "Bodily cleanliness left much to be desired
at all periods and for everyone."z In truth, before the nineteenth century, few people paid serious attention to personal hygiene. Such basic
practices as regular bathing, brushing of teeth, combing of hair, and
Marc Simmons received his doctorate from the University of New Mexico. He is the
author of numerous books and articles about New Mexico and the greater Southwest.
1. Myrtle Greenfield, A History of Public Health in New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1962).
2. Fernand Braude!' The Structures of Everyday Life, Civilization and Capitalism (New
York: Harper & Row, 1979), 328.
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The Santa Fe acequia madre. Open ditches such as this were a chief source of
domestic water. Photograph by 1. Harmon Parkhurst, courtesy of Museum of
New Mexico, negative no. 11047.

routine changing and washing of clothing were not part of the daily
life of the masses. On the unsanitary conditions in colonial America,
Charles Francis Adams, Jr., has remarked, "the earliest times in New
England were not pleasant ... the earlier generations were not pleasant to live with."3 The historical record often speaks of the filthiness
of the underclasses, but usually the privileged class was just as derelict
in matters of sanitation.
Maintaining cleanliness in an urban situation is dependent upon
the availability of abundant pure water and an efficient distribution
system, together with a feasible method of sewage disposal. In the
American West, modern water and sewage systems and similar public
health conveniences were a product of the second half of the nineteenth
century. Santa Fe, for instance, got its first piped water system in 1881
when a private company dammed the small Santa Fe River in the
canyon above town and began selling water to residents. 4 A community
water works commenced operation at Albuquerque in 1883. 5 Still, until
3. Quoted in J. C. Furnas, The Americans: A Social History of the United States, 15871914 (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1969), 140.
4. The problems associated with this venture are described in Terry Lehmann,
"Santa Fe and Albuquerque, 1870-1900: Contrast and Conflict in the Development of
Two Southwestern Towns" (doctoral dissertation, Indiana University, 1974),208-10.
5. Marc Simmons, Albuquerque, A Narrative History (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1982), 228.
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well into the twentieth century, many New Mexicans-both those on
the fringes of cities and towns and those in rural settings-remained
wedded to traditional methods of water procurement and human waste
disposal.
From the days of earliest settlement, the Spanish residents of New
Mexico, following the example of their Pueblo Indian neighbors, obtained water for domestic use from rivers, streams, irrigation ditches,
springs, or ephemeral pools of rainwater and snowmelt. Occasionally,
where ground water lay close to the surface, they sank shallow wells. 6
Both Hispanic and Indian women spent a significant amount of work
time transporting water from these sources to the home, commonly
in the early morning and evening.
Water was normally carried in large Indian-made jars (tinajas), or
sometimes in wooden buckets, and borne on the head. A second jar
might be held in the hands. The women used a gourd ladle to fill the
tinajas, pouring the water through a horsehair strainer or piece of cloth
to filter it. That represented the only attempt at purification. The jar
had better balance on the head after filling. The dipper served as a cap
on the jar during the walk home, keeping dust and insects from the
water.?
6. Tourist and travel writer J. H. Beadle mentions seeing in the 1860s "an occasional
square well as large as an ordinary dwelling, cut down into the solid rock, with a never
failing supply of water." John Hanson Beadle, The Undeveloped West, or Five Years in the
Territories (Philadelphia: National Publishing Co., 1873), 504. A reference from the middle
eighteenth century suggests the existence of specialized well diggers. "We employed
some young men commonly called balizanes who as experts in the matter assured us
they would obtain water, and having dug until they reached the quicksand, the same
thing happened to them as us, and they made their escape and would not dig again
even for double-the amount." Bernabe Montano Grant Papers, Records of the Surveyor
General, State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico, roll 34, frame 54.
7. On customs of water transport, see Lewis H. Garrard, Wah-to-yah and the Taos
Trail (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1955), 180; W. W. Hill, An Ethnography of
Santa Clara Pueblo, New Mexico, ed. Charles H. Lange (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1981), 40-4l.
In 1582 Hernan Gallegos noted that the tinajas of the Pueblo women had pottery
lids. He also remarked that "the Indians make and place on their heads a cushion of
palm [yucca] leaves, similar to those used in Old Castile, on top of which they place
and carry the water jar." George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, eds. and trans., The
Rediscovery of New Mexico, 1580-1594: The Explorations of Chamuscado, Espejo, Castano de
Sosa, Morlete and Leyva de Bonilla and Humana, Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publications,
1540-'1940 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1966), 85. In the nineteenth
century, Hispanic women at the village of Tejon, north of the Sandia Mountains, were
obliged to transport water on their heads from a spring two and one-half miles away.
Lou Sage Batchen, Las Placitas: Historical Facts and Legends (Las Placitas, New Mexico:
Tumbleweed Press, 1972), 12. For comfort, Pueblo women sometimes used a small
cushion or ring of woven yucca leaves on their heads under the tinajas.
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Much of this water was contaminated with harmful aquatic organisms, such as species of intestinal bacteria and protozoa, that produced disease in humans. Most prevalent were gastrointestinal infections
transmitted by such impure water. The dehydration and anemia associated with these infections were major causes of infant mortality.
The soldiers of General Stephen W. Kearny, who seized Santa Fe in
1846, were particularly prone to the debilitating effects of infectious
diarrhea, gastritis, and colic, which in part werre transmitted by local
water and food. 8
When women reached home with their tinajas, the water jars were
placed on the floor, or in some Pueblo houses on a wooden stand by
the door, one made of a small tree trunk planted upright in the dirt
floor, the stubs of its branches cradling the receptacle. Family members
and others drank from the common jar using a dipper. 9 In a like manner,
the poorer folk took their meals seated on the floor, using tortillas to
dip from a common kettle of chile stew or beans. Such sharing of water
and food must have facilitated the spread of communicable disease.
After diarrhea, respiratory infections were the most plentiful malady, a situation persisting since prehistoric times. 1o George Wilkins
Kendall, passing the night in a crowded rural residence on the Pecos
River in 1841, paints a vivid picture of the effects of pulmonary ailments.
Every member of the family, which consisted of a grandfather
and grandmother with their children and their children's children,
seemed to be badly affected by a cold, or worse-for the younger
branches were all evidently afflicted with the worst form of the
whooping-cough. The grown people appeared to have the most
distressing coughs to match their colds, while the children seemed
at times to be in perfect convulsions. Occasionally the distressing
sounds would all die away; anon, one of the children would begin
8. Thomas B. Hall, M.D., Medicine on the Santa Fe Trail (Dayton, Ohio: Morningside
Bookshop, 1971), 91. See also Edward W. Moore, "Water," in Milton J. Rosenau, Preventive
Medicine and Public Health, ed. Kenneth F. Maxey (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,
1956), 1133-34. Intestinal parasites, particularly pinworms, may have been endemic
among the Hispanic population, as they were among the prehistoric Pueblos. Charles
F. Merbs, "Patterns of Health and Sickness in the Precontact Southwest," in David Hurst
Thomas, ed., Columbian Consequences 3 vols. (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press,
1989), 1:46-47.
.
9. Hill, Santa Clara Pueblo, 41. During celebrations attending arrival of the railroad
at Albuquerque in 1881, barrels of native wine were placed on the plaza. To each was
chained a tin cup from which all passersby were permitted to drink. Communal use of
drinking utensils, in this manner, was an old practice. Simmons, Albuquerque, 221.
10. Stephen J. Kunitz, M.D., "Disease and Death among the Anasazi, Some Notes
on Southwestern Paleoepidemiology," £1 Palacio 76 (June 1976), 19.
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coughing frightfully, another would join in the discordant din, and
immediately the whole family were in full chorus-and thus they
barked away the hours. 11
Large families of the poor were in the habit of sleeping crowded
together upon unwashed sheepskins spread on the floor of small, unventilated rooms. British traveler George Frederick Ruxton in the middle nineteenth century tells of stopping at the pueblo of Pojoaque north
of Santa Fe and being put to bed on the floor amid fifteen men, women,
and children, "in a space of less than that number of square feet." And,
he adds wryly, "Just over my head were roosting several fowls."12 A
few days later, he halted for the night at a one-room house near A~royo
Hondo. It too contained some fifteen persons, six of whom were down
with the measles. 13
Such routine crowding, sometimes in the company of chickens,
was not conducive to the maintenance of good health. The only relief
came in the summer months when people customarily dragged their
bedding outside and slept in the streets. This was done, said one soldier
in 1846, so as "to give them free circulation of air instead of the confined
atmosphere of their rooms."14 Under the prevailing conditions, it was
little wonder that young Susan Magoffin, who came to New Mexico
with her trader-husband in the .wake of General Kearney's invading
army, should exclaim that, "sickness is great in [this] country."IS
While foreign visitors, American and European, referred disparagingly to the widespread uncleanliness of the New Mexicans, the
reality was perhaps not quite as bleak as they painted it..At every level
of society existed housekeepers who took pride in their homes and did
their best, under primitive conditions, to keep dirt and insects at bay
and provide a liveable environment for their families. Enjoying greatest
success at this endeavor were members of the gentry, the gente fina,
11. George Wilkins Kendall, Narrative of the Texan Santa Fe Expedition 2 vols. (Austin,
Texas: The Steck Co., 1935), 1:277.
12. George Frederick Ruxton, Ruxton of the Rockies, ed. LeRoy R. Hafen (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1950), 188.
13. Ibid., 195.
14. Sleeping in the streets of Santa Fe is reported by George Rutledge Gibson, Journal
of a Soldier Under Kearny and Doniphan, 1846-1847 (Glendale, California: Arthur H. Clark
Co., 1935), 231. Another soldier observed the same practice at the village of Galisteo.
Richard Smith Elliott, Notes Taken in Sixty Years (St. Louis, Missouri: R. P. Studley Co.,
1883), 242.
15. Susan Shelby Magoffin, Down the Santa Fe Trail and Into Mexico, the Diary of Susan
Shelby Magoffin, 1846-1847, ed. Stella M. Drumm (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1926), 183.
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who numbered one to two percent of the total population. They had
spacious residences, furniture (including bedsteads with mattresses),
and an abundance of servants available for cooking, water carrying,
and cleaning.
The poorest housewife, however, had the means to maintain even
the most modest of dwellings. White clay or gypsum was available for
whitewashing interior walls. Bedding and clothing could be regularly
aired, or washed in the neighboring irrigation ditch. And packed-dirt
floors were periodically swept and sprinkled with water "to keep down
dust.
1n the latter regard, it can be noted that the Spanish broom (escoba)
was the most ubiquitous household cleaning device. lt was simply and
quickly manufactured of sacaton, a perennial bunchgrass found
throughout the area. 16 Stalks were bound tightly in a round sheaf and
without a handle, more like a whisk broom, so that the sweeper was
required to bend from the waist. Charles F. Lummis, who saw it used
in the last century, declared: lilt is never used dry; the housewife always
dips the end in a dish of water to lay the dust."l? One of Kearny's
troopers thought these small brooms "rather neat and pretty."18
Interior rooms, entryways, courtyards (placitas), and the street in
front of the residence received a daily sweeping, if the housekeeper
were diligent. She probably also owned several escobetillas, even smaller
versions of the broom, which served to brush the hair and were perhaps
employed, as in Indian custom, to clean the stone metates after grinding corn. When not in use, the broom stood at the edge of the hearth,
next to the corner fireplace.
In addition to water and grass brooms, the detergent qualities of
soap were required. Little attention has been given to soap manufacture
in New Mexico, or the allied industry of candlemaking, both of which
utilized tallow as their principal ingredient. Hispanic settlers were well
supplied with buffalo and sheep tallow, rendered in large copper kettles
over open fires. 19 Huge quantities of this animal by-product went into
16. Charles W. Gay, Jr. and Don D. Dwyer, New Mexico Range Plants, Circular 347,
Cooperative Extension Service (Las Cruces: New Mexico State University, 1965), 52.
17. Charles F. Lummis, A Tramp Across the Continent (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1892), 187. The handleless "Spanish" broom may in fact have been borrowed from
the Pueblo Indians. The style can occasionally be found in use to this day.
18. Gibson, Journal of a Soldier, 221. For a brief history of brooms in frontier English
America, see Richardson Wright, Hawkers & Walkers in Early America: Strolling Peddlers,
Preachers, Lawyers, Doctors, Players, and Others, from the Beginning to the Civil War (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J. B. Lippincott, 1927), 63-65.
19. Hog fat apparently was not used for soapmaking in New Mexico until the latter
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candles, many being exported to northern Mexico for illuminating mines
and churches. In New Mexico, tallow was mixed with resin to form
the chief lubricant for cart wheels and mining and ore-processing
equipment; and was also combined with pine pitch to produce homemade tar. The remainder was consigned to the soap kettles.
Besides the fatty acids of tallow, soapmaking required the addition
of caustic potash, obtained on the Hispanic frontier by leaching the
ashes of green cottonwood, ash, or corncobs. 20 The resulting lye solution, when boiled with tallow, reacted to produce a soft brown soap
(jab6n de lejia). Addition of soda at critical stages in the production
process gave a hard (or Castile) soap that could be poured, while still
hot, into large square wooden molds and afterward cut into individual
bars. Few descriptions of this task exist for New Mexico. Mainly, it
seems to have been in the hands of older women, who were also the
candlemakers. 21
Documentary references to soap are widely scattered through the
colonial years. One of the first, in 1631, indicates that each Franciscan
friar received an allotment of three pesos' worth upon arrival of the
triennial mission supply caravan from Mexico City. 22 That is an inconsequential amount, and some evidence exists that the friars developed
their own "soap works" within the complex of mission shops.23
The citizenry in that early period were thrown on their own resources, but nothing has come to light so far that would establish
precisely wher:t soapmaking emerged as a cottage industry. Prosperous
nineteenth century. Sometimes, feral burros were also hunted and killed for their fat.
Fabiola Cabeza de Vaca, We Fed Them Cactus (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1954), 136.
20. For a thorough treatment of potash production in the English colonies, see
Robert P. Multhauf, "Potash," in Brooke Hindle, ed., Material Culture of the Wooden Age
(Tarrytown, New York: Sleepy Hollow Press, 1981), 227-40. General background on the
history of soapmaking is given in Norman J. G. Pounds; Hearth & Home: A History of
Material Culture (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989), 192-93. The method of
soap manufacture in Chihuahua, which was perhaps similar to that prevailing in New
Mexico, is described in detail in Eugene H. Boudreau, Ways of the Sierra Madre (Sebastopol,
California: Pleasant Hills Press, 1974), 51-54.
21. Olibama Lopez Tushar, The People of "El Valle," A History of the Spanish Colonials
in the San Luis Valley (Denver, Colorado: Hirsch Graphics, 1975), 44; and John E. Sunder,
ed., Matt Field on the Santa Fe Trail (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1960), 216.
22. France V. Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexican Missions in the
Seventeenth Century," New Mexico Historical Review 5 (January 1930), 103.
23. Ross Gordon Montgomery, Watson Smith, and John Otis Brew, Franciscan Awatobi: The Excavation and Conjectural Reconstruction of a 17th Century Spanish Mission Establishment at a Hopi Indian Town ill Northeastern Arizona (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Peabody
Museum, 1949), 212.
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New Mexican merchants and business agents for the governors who
traveled to ParraI in southern Chihuahua (then Nueva Vizcaya) could
have purchased bars of hard soap to bring home.' An inventory of a
Parral shopkeeper in 1641 shows on hand, "222 small bars of soap,
worth a total of 7 pesos."24 The modest original price of that soap,
however, would have been increased several times by high transporation costs had it been imported from Chihuahua to New Mexico.
In the late colonial period, soldiers of the royal presidio at Santa
Fe received a twice monthly ration of soap, which presumably was
locally made. 25 Other mentions of soap are rare, and good quality hard
soap probably remained a scarce commodity. Later in the nineteenth
century, bar soap was shipped over the Santa Fe Trail from Missouri. 26
An apparent low level of native soap production in New Mexico may
have been owing to the availability of natural substitutes.
One of these, obtained in the vicinity of Zia Pueblo northeast of
Albuquerque, was tierra jab6n. The identity of this mineral is questionable, but it may have been powdered soapstone: It was described in
1779 as having the color of soap and working very well to wash clothesY
No subsequent mentions of tierra jab6n have been found, so its use
likely did not extend beyond the colonial period.
Amole, or yucca root, was another soap substitute widely favored
by Hispanics and Indians. Indeed, its use continues in isolated areas
to the present day. Among the several varieties of the plant, Yucca
glauca, or small soapweed yucca, which grows throughout the South24. Peter Boyd-Bowman, "Two Country Stores in XVIIth Century Mexico," The
Americas: The Academy of American Franciscan History 28 (1972), 247. As of 1803, Governor
Fernando de Chacon stated that as far as he knew no one in New Mexico was then
"dedicated to the manufacture of soap," and he indicates that soap was being imported
from Chihuahua. Marc Simmons, Coronado's Land: Essays on Daily Life in New Mexico
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991), 166, 170.
25. Regulations and Accounts of the Santa Fe PresidiaI Company, Santa Fe, April
17, 1805, Spanish Archives of New Mexico (SANM), State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe.
26. See, for example, Charles Raber, "Personal Recollections of Life on the Plains
From 1860 to 1868," The Westport Historical Quarterly 7 (December 1971), 8. By the 1870s
"Collier's Soap Works" existed six miles east of Fort Union, near the foot of the Turkey
Mountains. Nothing is known of its history or operation. Santa Fe Weekly New Mexican,
January 14, 1871. In 1883 a large soap factory was under construction in Las Cruces and
several more were already in operation, manufacturing soap from the amole plant. Peter
Hertzog, The Gringo & Greaser (Santa Fe: Press of the Territorian, 1964), 10.
27. Padrones de Nuevo Mexico, 1779, Santa Fe, Biblioteca NacionaI, Mexico City,
legajo 10, numero 59. (From a photocopy in Special Collections, General Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.)
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west was the one commonly collected by women. 28 The roots were
pounded, either fresh or dried, to separate the strong, spongy mass
of fibers. Thrashing the pulverized root in water released the substance
saponin and produced a rich, soapy lather.
As a detergent for washing woolens, amole won wide acclaim.
Both men and women preferred it as a shampoo, since it gave their
hair a lustrous sheen. And, its cleansing properties worked well in
both cold water and hard water. Like yucca, the prolific wild gourd
plant (Cucurbita digitata) contained saponin, and the New Mexicans
often utilized the roots and gourds as soap and as a bleaching agent. 29
That cleaning materials were available to the New Mexicans, of
course, was no indicator of their frequency or intensity of use. The
strictness of personal hygiene and sanitation must have varied considerably from one individual and household to another. Some poorer
families, for instance, seldom changed clothes (a single set being perhaps all they owned), and the children were literally sewn into their
garments, wearing them until they fell to pieces.
Still, laundry day, with women and girls gathering on the banks
of streams or irrigation ditches, was an event noted in the journals of
newcomers. The laundresses transported large bundles of clothing,
bedding, and rugs on their heads to the site, where water was boiled
in kettles and then poured into a long log trough (tabion), to which was
added amole or soap. Rinsing was done in the stream or ditch, and
perhaps a final pounding was performed between smooth stones to
remove stubborn stains. The laundry was spread on the grass to dry,
"as young Roman girls do along the Tiber," noted Susan Wallace in
the 1880s. 30 Then it was folded and carried home in bundles or' in
Indian baskets of willow osiers. 31 One American remarked that pads
of yucca fiber that had yielded amole could always be found scattered
about the water places after washday.32
28. Samuel H. Lamb, Woody Plants of New Mexico, Bulletin number 14 (Santa Fe:
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, 1971),46-47.
29. L. S. M. Curtin, Healing Herbs of the Upper Rio Grande Valley (Santa Fe: Laboratory
of Anthropology, 1947), 46.
30. Susan E. Wallace, The Land of the Pueblos (New York: George D. Hurst Publishing,
1888), 67.
31. C1eofas M. Jaramillo, Shadows of the Past (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, n.d.),
48.
32. Daniel Ellis Conner, Joseph Reddeford Walker and the Arizona Adventure (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1956), 16. A plan of the Santa Fe presidio, 1791, shows
two laundries (lavaderos) situated over the main water ditch crossing the interior yard.
Marc Simmons, Spanish Government in New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1968), xviii.
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Women transporting laundry in a basket (left) and water in a tinaja (right).
Photograph by Dana B. Chase, courtesy of Museum of New Mexico, negative
no. 57022.

In traditional New Mexican society, washing and bathing as habits
of cleanliness seem to have been sparingly practiced. As in other parts
of the world, the masses may have held the suspicion that baths,
particularly in winter, posed a health hazard. Homes were not equipped
for bathing, nor have references surfaced to specialized tubs for that
purpose. The clergy and perhaps some members of the upper class
owned metal wash basins, but even there, one looks in vain for any
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mention of towels. 33 In warm weather, occasional outdoor bathing at
the water sources occurred, but more for refreshment than cleansing.
The practice doubtless added to the pollution of drinking water.
New Mexico's numerous hot springs, whose waters were thought
to possess medicinal properties, long attracted bathers, but for therapeutic rather than hygienic reasons. Rheumatism, arthritis, and skin
ailments, especially, appeared to respond favorably to soaking in the
springs. 34 The Pueblo Indians for centuries had appreciated the healing
value of these thermal springs. Moreover, they frequently resorted to
sweat baths, for therapeutic as well as ceremonial purposes. 35
Lack of cleanliness evidently contributed to a general infestation
of such disease vectors as lice, bedbugs, fleas, mites, and flies. The
Pueblos were plagued by vermin long before Europeans arrived. Evidence of head lice, for instance, has been found archaeologically on
the scalps of desiccated Indian remains at prehistoric burial sites. 36
New Mexico's first colonists, occupying a Tewa pueblo, renamed San
Gabriel, were literally driven from their quarters by pests.
A report of 1601 indicates:
The people leave their houses to sleep in their small vegetable
gardens in order to escape the unbearable plague of bedbugs.
Furthermore, there are an infinite number of field mice, which
breed a species of lice, the pain 'from whose sting lasts for almost
twenty-four hours. 37
Bishop Pedro Tamar6n of Durango, inspecting the New Mexico
missions more than a century and a half later, encountered s~arms of
33. Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexico Missions," 101. Seventeenthcentury friars were each- furnished one large brass basin, one razor, and one pair of
barber's scissors. Traditionally, corncobs were used as scrubbers to clean dirty knees
and elbows of children. Interview with Concha Ortiz y Pino de Kleven, Villanueva, New
Mexico, August 12, 1974.
34. W. W. H. Davis, EI Gringo, Or New Mexico & Her People (Santa Fe: Rydal Press,
1938), 207-08.
35. Susan Magoffin in 1846 mentions another instance of native bathing. At El Paso
she recorded that an Indian woman gave birth and a half hour afterward went to the
Rio Grande to bathe herself and child, a practice she continued on successive days.
Magoffin, Down the Santa Fe Trail, 68. In 1841, the priest at EI Paso provided Kendall a
bath in his private study. Kendall, The Texan Santa Fe Expedition, 2:36.
36. Hans Zinsser, Rats, Lice and History: Being a Study in Biography, Which after Twelve
Preliminary Chapters Indispensable for the Preparation of the Lly Reader, Deals with the Life
History of Typhus Fever (Boston: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1944), 89-90.
37. George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, eds. and trans., 'Don Juan de Onate,
Colonizer of New Mexico, 1595-1628, Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publications, 1540-1940
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1953), 656.
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bedbugs at another Tewa pueblo, Nambe. 38 Such chance references in
the colonial period merely hint at the magnitude of a problem that was
more fully described by American observers in the nineteenth century.
'Kendall, at the village of San Miguel in 1841, complained that his
room was completely "overrun with chinches [bedbugs], which when
night came, issued from every crack and crevice in the walls. "39 Later,
in EI Paso he remarked that the lower orders of Mexico were generally
infested with lice and other vermin. 40
When General Kearny entered and occupied Santa Fe, his soldiers
were dismayed to discover that the entire town was lousy. "There is
a universal presence of vermin on the bodies of all the inhabitants,"
lamented volunteer Frank S. Edwards. 41 All of the public and private
buildings, including the few hotels, were heavily infested. Another
soldier a few years later quipped that in some of the houses of the
gentry, "a traveller can lose a pint of blood in a night."42
It must not be supposed, however, that New Mexicans surrendered to insect pests without a fight. In Spain poor folk whitewashed
the interior walls of buildings in the belief that the practice kept vermin
at bay.43 Whitewashing was also the custom on the upper Rio Grande
but apparently to little effect. The inevitable cracks and crevices found
in adobe walls and the narrow splits that opened in roof beams as they
dried provided a safe refuge for all manner of insect life. In desperation,
women boiled the wild gourd in water, which was then placed in pans
throughout the home. They hoped the horrible, fetid odor of the water
would drive out pests. 44
Bedbugs teemed in blankets and sheepskins, while body lice, when
not feeding, attached themselves and their eggs to the fibers of clothing.
Bedding and garments, therefore, had to be removed periodically for
cleansing. Proper laundering effectively evicted the invaders, but another method proved equally useful. Indians, Hispanics, and American
38. Eleanor B. Adams, ed" Bishop Tamaron's Visitation of New Mexico, 1760 (Albuquerque: Historical Society of New Mexico, 1954), 55,
39. Kendall, The Texan-Santa Fe Expedition, 1:316, 327.
40. Ibid., 2:36. The situation Kendall described persisted in some Mexican areas to
the mid-twentieth century. See Nathan L. Whetten, Rural Mexico (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1948), 296.
41. Frank S. Edwards, A Campaign in New Mexico with Colonel Doniphan (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania: Carey and Hart, 1847), 51.
42. Lansing B. Bloom, ed" "Bourke on the Southwest," New Mexico Historical Review
11 (July 1936), 260,
43. S. L. Bensusan, Home Life in Spain (New York: Macmillan Co., 1910), 11.
44. Wesley Robert Hurt, Jr., "Manzano: A Study of Community Disorganization"
(master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1941), 123.
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Trash piled in front of a house on a Santa Fe street. Photograph by Dana B.
Chase, courtesy of Musem of New Mexico, negative no. 20844.

trappers routinely spread clothing and blankets on an anthill. The ants
were very fond of lice and quickly consumed the entire population. 45
Removal of body and head lice involved a never-ending struggle.
Confederate private Henry Clay Wright, impri,soned at Santa Fe after
the battle of Glorieta in 1862, soon became lousy. His remedy was to
scrub down with lye soap.46 Some New Mexicans also may have used
that method, but generally the natives simply picked off the pests, one
by one, from their persons.
Vendors in the open market on the Santa Fe plaza spent idle moments plucking lice and nits from the hair. The catch was crushed
between the thumbnails, producing an audible pop. Frank S. Edwards
45. Everett Dick, Vanguards of the Frontier: A Social History of the Northern Plains and
Rocky Mountains from the Earliest White Contacts to the Coming of the Homemaker (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1965), 320. Marian Sloan Russell wrote that in Santa Fe
during the early 1850s her mother periodically carried the family bedsteads outside and
poured boiling water on them to get rid of bugs. "She would dip a henfeather in kerosene
and oil the places not touched by the water." This was probably not a local Hispanic
practice but one brought from the East. Mrs. Hal Russell, ed.·, Lal1d of Enchantment;
Memoirs of Marian Russell on the Santa Fe Trail (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Pre~s, 1984), 55.
46. Naomi Zunker Phoenix, "Reminiscences of a Confederate Soldier Who Fought
in the Battles of Valverde and Glorieta" (Paper presented at the Historical Society of
New Mexico Annual Conference, Santa Fe, April 27, 1990).
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Delousing. Photograph from the author's collection.

spoke of the practice with disgust: "It is not unusual to see women
and men stop suddenly, expertly hunt [vermin], and a sharp sound
announces to you a death-while the next minute they handle the fruit
or cheese which they are offering to sell yoU."47 Richard S. Elliott, one
of Edwards' contemporaries, complained upon a stopover in the village
of Galisteo, that "the people quite cooly pick off vermin in the presence
of visitors."48
These remarks notwithstanding, many rural folk were embarrassed to be seen delousing in public. Groups of women would gather
in a horne or sunny yard to delouse one another and their children.
But should a man approach, the activity ceased until he went on his
way again. 49 Such gatherings, attended by merry conversation, were
regarded as social occasions.
In 1856 the territorial attorney William W. H. Davis called attention
to another insect problem. At Albuquerque, he said, "there are flies
and mosquitos, which swarm in and out of doors in untold millions,
47. Edwards, A Campaign in New Mexico, 51.
48. Elliott, Notes Taken in Sixty Years, 242.
.
49. Reyes N. Martinez, "Delousing," Typescript number 370, WPA manuscripts,
History Library, Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe.
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which neither day nor night allow manor beast to live in peace."50
Both pests were disease carriers, but the populace was unaware of that
and exerted only small efforts to control them. In the absence of flyswatters, a small leafy cottonwood branch might be used to shoo flies from
the table. One Hispano woman is reported to have beaten a metal pan
on the theory that the noise would drive flying insects from her home.
Some people burned cow dung in the yard, believing that the smoke
warded off mosquitoes. Americans, arriving on the Santa Fe Trail, seem
to have introduced the first mosquito nets for sleeping. But their use
was not adopted by the native population. 51
One of the chief factors affecting personal hygiene is the problem
Of human waste disposal. Careless handling of waste can propagate a
variety of diseases. For centuries, Europeans were in the habit of throwing the contents of chamber pots and kitchen slops out the window,
so that their streets were open sewersY Larger cities had public latrines, some of them extending over rivers or streams which carried
away the excreta. Others were built upon cesspits, with the ordure
. periodically removed and taken to fertilize surrounding fields. 53 In the
cities and towns of Spain, "toilet facilities were of the most primitive
kind, and the streets were invariably dotted with defecation and urine,"
according to one writer. "The Spaniards who came to the New World
were amazed by the cleanliness of the Indian towns as compared with
their own. "54
While in New Mexico, Pedro de Castaneda, chronicler of the Coronado expedition, observed that: "The [Pueblo] villages are free of
nuisances because they go outside to excrete, and they pass their water
into clay vessels, which they empty at a distance from the village."55
Three and a half centuries later, in 1880, archaeologist-historian Adolph
F. Bandelier found the practice still intact. At Santo Domingo Pueblo,
for instance, he noted: "On every roof there was the tinaja [jar] with
the urine of the night, which smelt ugly. They carry it out into the
50. Davis, El Gringo, 195.
51. Russell, Land of Enchantment, 55; and Kenneth Fordyce, "New Mexico Flies,"
Typescript number 309, WPA manuscripts, History Library, Museum of New Mexico,
Santa Fe.
52. Braude!, The Structures of Everyday Life, 310.
53. Pounds, Hearth & Home, 247.
54. John A. Crow, Spain: The Root and the Flower: A History of the Civilization of Spain
and the Spanish People (New York: Harper & Row, 1963), 127.
55. Frederick W. Hodge, ed., Spanish Explorers in the Southern United States, 15281~43 (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1946), 354.
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Ceramic chamber pot of the eighteenth century, made in Puebla, Mexico. From
the Collection of the Museum of International Folk Art, Santa Fe. Photograph
courtesy of Museum of New Mexico, negative no. 66200.

fields."56 The building of outhouses with cesspits in the pueblos did
not become common until well after World War I. Zia Pueblo was
reported to be without latrines as late as 1924. 57
To what degree the Hispanic settlers emulated the Pueblo Indians
in their careful disposal of waste is uncertain, simply because mention
56. Charles H. Lange and Carroll L. Riley, The Southwestern Journals of Adolph F.
Bandelier, 1880-1882 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1966), 104. In 1881
Lieutenant John G. Bourke, upon spending a night in Jemez Pueblo, complained: "I had
no rest last night, my sleep being constantly broken by the movements in and out of
the house of men, women, and children answering the calls of nature, there being no
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of that delicate matter occurs infrequently in the documents. The Franciscan missionaries usually had latrines within their conventos, or living quarters, attached to the church, but those in-house sanitary
arrangements are practically the only ones referred to in the colonial
documents. At the mission of Tajique Pueblo in 1663, toilets existed in
the convento and were used by Indians as well as the friars. 58 At Picuris
Pueblo, 1747, the convento had /Ian upper room for privies, roofed,
with its two-seat box. But at Acoma, the latrine was located in a corner
of the convento's open courtyard and was described in 1776 by Father
Atanasio Dominguez as a small recess for certain necessary business./l 59
How these facilities were maintained and their contents regularly
emptied is left unrecorded. Possibly, as was done elsewhere, the friars
dumped wood ashes in the privy holes to serve as a chemical reagent. 60
They also may have furnished the latrines with corncobs, for use in
place of toilet paper, as was the custom in some parts of New Spain.
Ignoring the example of the missionaries, the Indians until recent
times continued to remove human waste in their tinajas on a daily
basis, in effect a more hygienic system. A similar practice seems to
have been followed by much of the Hispanic population. At least there
is little evidence at present to indicate the existence of freestanding
privies or in-house chambers functioning as latrines, in the traditional'
domestic setting.
/I

/l

household accomodations [sic] for such purposes in Jemez." Lansing B. Bloom, ed.,
"Bourke on the Southwest," New Mexico Historical Review 13 (April 1938), 231.
57. Leslie A. White, The Pueblo of Sia, New Mexico, Smithsonian Institution Bureau
of American Ethnology, Bulletin 184 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1962),
104.
58. Charles W. Hackett, ed., Historical Documents Relating to New Mexico, Nueva
Vizcaya, and Approaches Thereto, to 1773, 3 vols. (Washington: Carnegie Institution, 1937),
3:141. This source also notes that in the neighboring pueblo of Las Humanas (Gran
Quivira) the residents, owing to a lack of water, saved their urine to mix adobe mud for
housebuilding (p. 142). Urine was also used among colonial New Mexicans as a mordant
in dying yarn. Roland F. Dickey, New Mexico Village Arts (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1949), 118. Formerly, the Hispanic housewife would sometimes
empty urine from the chamber pots in a circle around the house, believing that it kept
stray dogs and snakes away. Interview with Trinidad R. Padilla, Jarales, New Mexico,
July 1, 1987.
59. John L. Kessell, The Missions of New Mexico since 1776 (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1980), 97, 201.
60. In the early twentieth century, the Ortiz y Pino family of Galisteo (Santa Fe
County) deposited wood ashes in the outdoor latrines. But whether this represented an
old or a recently introduced practice is uncertain. Interview with Concha Ortiz y Pino
de Kleven, Albuquerque, March 2, 1990.
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Rural New Mexicans probably were accustomed to relieving themselves in the great outdoors, but like their urban neighbors they must
have also owned a chamber pot (bacin) for use inside during cold weather.
The accepted procedure was to dispose of waste from chamber pots
on farmland. That was feasible even in a town the size of Santa Fe,
which had a population of approximately 5,000 at the end of the colonial
period, because fields intruded to the very center of the community.
Notwithstanding, there must have been abundant occasions when waste
was tossed into the streets or the open irrigation ditches, since the
nature of infection and dangers of contamination were not then known.
Curiously, however, the early Anglo Americans seldom complained about sewage and odors in the streets of New Mexican towns.
One explanation could be that their own home places suffered from
the same pollution, so that the situation did not appear unusual enough
to invite comment. But another possibility is that the streets were kept
relatively clean of human and animal waste by stray chickens, pigs,
and especially dogs, which are all consumers of dung. The cleansing
process may have also been aided by the strong New Mexico sun and
wind which tend to dry up bodily wastes quickly. 61
The widespread use of chamber pots in New Mexican homes has
to be inferred from a few casual references and from what is known
generally about Hispanic customs of waste disposal. Wills and inventories from the northern frontier of New Spain, sometimes mention

61. Anthropologist Leslie White declares that at Zia Pueblo in 1957, after privies
had been built on the village periphery, many Indians considered them so distant that
they tended to use nearby streets and alleys at night. And he adds: "Corrals still serve
as latrines." White, The Pueblo of Sia, New Mexico, 104. At colonial Williamsburg, scavenger
chickens cleaned up human waste. Personal communication, Doss Brown to Marc Simmons, Philadelphia, February 17, 1982. During the 1840s, roaming herds of pigs in New
York City and Cincinnati ate ordure and garbage that filled the streets. Furnas, The
Americans, A Social History, 455-56.
At Bent's Fort on the Arkansas River in 1847, young Lewis H. Garrard observed a
dog of "the Mexican shepherd breed" that prowled about "on the watch for offal and
other refuse." Garrard, Wah-to-yah and the Taos Trail, 131. James F. Downs, conducting
fieldwork among the Navajos in 1960 and 1961, wrote that dogs played an important
role because of the informal toilet arrangements of the average Navajo home. He states:
"Small children relieve their bowels wherever they happen to be. The evidence, however,
quickly disappears because a defecating child is immediately circled by several nonetoo-patient canines. Adults who withdraw from camp to defecate are usually followed
by dogs. Dogs also consume fresh horse and cow dung, ... thus keeping the homesite
relatively free of filth and flies." James F. Downs, The Navajo (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1972), 53. Such a situation once may have been fairly general among New
Mexican populations.
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pots of copper or even silver. 62 But unquestionably the largest number
were ceramic. Their characteristics included a cylindrical form, either
straight or tapered, a lead or tin glaze with a washed-out blue design,
open mouth, a wide-flared horizontal rim, and two handles. 63 Large
quantities of chamber pots manufactured in Sevilla were exported to
the colonies in the sixteenth century, but within a short time ceramics
industries in Mexico City and Puebla were supplying New Spain with
its needs. While some of the finely made Mexican chamber pots are
known to have reached the northern borderlands, the average citizen
on the frontier depended upon cheap vessels, locally produced. The
New Mexicans, fragmentary evidence would suggest, relied chiefly
upon Pueblo potters for their chamber pots. 64
The responsibility for sanitation and public health was shared by
officials at all levels within the Spanish empire. 65 Included among royal
ordinances, codified by Philip II in 1573, was a general provision that
towns of New Spain be founded in "an elevated place where there are
healthy conditions."M Once established, municipal governments took
charge of public health matters and passed local ordinances to protect
the water supply, keep the streets clean, and govern the maintenance
of cemeteries. 67 No record of such ordinances during the colonial era.
62. A copper chamber pot was included in a 1755 inventory of San Jose Mission,
Texas. Fr. Marion A. Habig, comp., The San Jose Papers (San Antonio, Texas: Old Spanish
Missions Historical Research Library, 1978), 14. The estate of a soldier who died in Nueva
Vizcaya in 1642 included "a little silver chamber pot." Peter Boyd-Bowman, "A Spanish
Soldier's Estate in Northern Mexico," Hispanic American Historical Review 53 (February
1973), 102.
63. Florence C. Lister and Robert H. Lister, "One Pot's Pedigree," in Nancy L. Fox,
ed., Collected Papers in Honor of Charlie R. Steen, Jr. (Albuquerque: Albuquerque Archaeological Society Press, 1983), 167-87; and Patricia R. Vickman, "Spanish Chamber Pots,"
St. Augustine Archaeological Association (St. Augustine, Florida: St. Augustine Archaeological Association, 1989), 2-3.
64. An apparent example of an Indian-made chamber pot, dating from the colonial
era, was on display recently at Quarai Mission, Salinas National Monument, New Mexico. It is a fired red ware, undecorated and lacking handles, cylindrical in shape, with
a flared rim.
65. As early as the year 1388, the English parliament passed the first nationwide
antipollution act to clean up the air and waters. Spain's interest in the issue did not
su'rface until the early modern period. Jean Gimpel, The Medieval Machine: The Industrial
Revolution of the Middle Ages (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1976), 87.
66. Recopilaci6n de Leyes de los Reynos de las Indias, facsimile ed. (Madrid: Ediciones
Cultura Hispanica, 1973), libro IV, titulo 7; and Dan Stanislawski, "Early Spanish Town
Planning in the New World," Geographical Review 35 (January 1947), 102.
67. For a discussion of public health administration in New Spain's capital, see
Donald B. Cooper, Epidemic Disease in Mexico City, 1761-1813: An Administrative, Social,
and Medical Study (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1965), 16-46.
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have corne to light for any of New Mexico's four villas, or municipalities-Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Santa Cruz de la Canada, and EI Paso.
But during the Mexican period, enlightened public health measures
were adopted at Santa Fe by the ayuntamiento, or city council.
In 1829, for example, the council assigned one of its members to
serve as an overseer (mayordomo) for maintaining the cleanliness and
order of the streets. When in 1833 the municipal body learned that
cholera was raging in the East and that it might reach Santa Fe, introduced by incoming trail traffic, it proposed establishment of a sanitary
board to deal with the emergency. And it urged the governor to halt
for a forty-day period all wagon caravans from the United States, until
their cargoes could be fumigated outside the settlements. 68
The same year the council issued a comprehensive proclamation
on city government, written by its legal adviser, Don Antonio Barreiro,
which incorporated progressive measures on public health and safety.
New regulations required draining of stagnant pools, cleaning of streets,
and removal of garbage. Burning of rubbish piles was prohibited, to
prevent air pollution, and the throwing of trash and dead animals into
irrigation ditches and streams strictly forbidden. Two inspectors were
to be appointed, their duty to examine flour and grain in the markets
to ensure cleanliness. Meat sold to the public had to be suitable for
human consumption and none could be vended from animals that had
died of rabies. And there were additional rules in a like vein. Unfortunately, little evidence exists to suggest these measures were strictly
enforced. 69
In 1863 the Albuquerque board of aldermen passed a set of town
ordinances covering animal and traffic control, sanitation, public works,
zoning, and misdemeanors. Although this was done under the American territorial government, the majority of the aldermen were native
New Mexicans and their regulations reflected the Hispanic legal tradition. Ordinance 12, for instance, provided that "any person making
water, or depositing any excrement, under any porch, or upon any
sidewalk or wall in front of the plaza ... upon conviction ... shall
be fined ... or sentenced to imprisonment."7o
Unlike those imposed earlier in Santa Fe, the Albuquerque mea68. Journal of the Municipal Corporation of Santa Fe, 1824-1834 (translation in
typescript by George P. Hammond), doc. P-E 233, Bancroft Library, Berkeley, California.
69. Marc Simmons, ed. and trans., "Antonio Barreiro's 1833 Proclamation on Santa
Fe City Government," EI Palacio 76 (June 1970), 24-30.
70. The ordinances were first published in the [Albuquerque) Rio Abajo Weekly Press,
May 5 and 12, 1863. They were reprinted as Town Ordinances of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
1863 (Albuquerque: Vinegar Tom Press, 1970).
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sures seem to have been enforced with vigor. Soon after their enactment, the local press reported:
Last week, Alderman Salvador Armijo did a "land office business" in the way of fining sundry individuals for offenses against
town laws. The consequence will be that, when hot weather comes,
a person will be able to walk through any of our streets without
his nostrils being saluted by odors incompatible with the relish of
a good dinner. 71
Prior to opening of the twentieth century, efforts by government
officials to promote public health and by citizens to maintain a regimen
of personal hygiene were of the most rudimentary nature. However,
the conditions, practices, and policies associated with these subjects
furnish useful sidelights on the functioning of traditional society in
New Mexico.
-

71. Rio Abajo Weekly Press, April 14, 1863.
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